
Normal 3-page Process Paper Requirements :

In the process paper, you provide us with a written version of the presentation

requirements. Given that this should be a 15-minute presentation, expect to write

approximately three double-spaced pages. Please use the following outline for
structuring your paper:

Section 1: Introduction

■ What did you do?

● I made amusic video, for my capstone, not many people

probably had this idea with them so i decided to use it myself.

■ Why did you choose this project?

● I chose to do this presentation, because gun violence is the

thing that has started war, its the thing that killedmany, and

harmed all. Fighting gun violence is a thing that manywould

say is a must. One less bullet in someone skull is onemore step

to a happyworld.

■ How does your Capstone address the SLA core values?

● My capstone addresses the core values, which are inquiry,

research, collaboration, presentation, and reflection,

Section 2: Process

■ What are the steps you took to complete this capstone?

■ What obstacles did you encounter and how did you

overcome them?

■ What resources did you tap into to complete your

capstone?

Section 3: Reflection

■ What are youmost proud of in this capstone?



I made amusic video, for my capstone, not many people probably had this idea with

them so i decided to use it myself. I chose to do this presentation, because gun

violence is the thing that has started war, its the thing that killedmany, and harmed

all. Fighting gun violence is a thing that manywould say is a must. One less bullet in

someone skull is onemore step to a happyworld. My capstone addresses the core

values, which are inquiry, research, collaboration, presentation, and reflection,

Inquiry, I asked for information about gun violence, i asked google, asked around

my town, i needed to know how this all affected people in some way, this is a

crazy thing but i was willing to do it. Guns have taken more then given in this

world. Research, I researched gun violence on the west and east coast and what

i found out is shocking, did you know that On a per capita basis, there were

14.6 gun deaths per 100,000 people in 2021 – the highest rate since the

early 1990s, but still well below the peak of 16.3 gun deaths per 100,000

people in 1974. The gun murder rate in the U.S. remains below its peak level

despite rising sharply during the pandemic. This article by The Pew Research

center gave all this data to us to show what has been happening in the world

because of the gun violence actions that has become of everything.

Collaboration, was supposed to be one core value, but I collaborated with me,

myself, and I, and nobody else to make this masterpiece. I worked hard on this so

even if it may look half-assed I still put my all into everything, also some things

were rushed. This project is a testimony to research, and how research shows us



what we want to see. Reflection, When i made this project i had to reflect on the

many things i made, which would consist of the core values of reflection. Guns

are a refleection of who was raised correctly and who wasn’t guns shouldn’t be

the number 1 leading cause of deaths, next to sickness. This world is going to

hell if we keep up this nonsense. How did i do my presentation, well first what i

needed was an idea, an idea which could help me make a music video, the music

video needed to have atleast a one shot of me, rapping, if i couldn’t do that

simple process then cant have a music video done, correctly. Most importantly is

the camera work, i need to have substance, and actual meaning behind why i

place the camera in a certain way. For this video i placed the camera specifically

down below away from me, but let it roll the film, showing my face. With doing

this i was able to get a good glimpse off how i look while i’m rapping. When i do

this i’m supposed to look like i’m talking to the people and not my viewers, even

tho my viewers can see that im talking, it makes a difference. The work that i do

here will take me urther in life, since i now have the skills to put even more things

into rotation and i can show my willpower, to everyone who can see. When i was

making this presentation, i’ve encountered a vast number of problems, like where

to start, or how do i do something different from others. I had to use my brain to

think around everything because if i didnt i would just be stuck in a endless, void

of me not knowing what to do. How i over came them was a challenging matter,

first i would use my resources that i had which would be my phone, and other



materials i used to make previous work, and then i would use my ev er expanding

knowledge to think of something that nobody else used. This is my life right, so i

need to think for my self in these times of needs because if i dont i will be just

trapped in my self isolation. Loathing at the fact that i cant get anything done in

the time period that i need to get it all done, just like this process paper it took me

a long time to get it done but i am slowly getting to the climax of what is needed

to make my dreams of graduation possible. I had a lot at my disposal to make

this the best it could be, but first i need a source, and root of all the important tuff

that is needed to be dealt with in my presentation. This is my final work of art that

i will be making for this school year so i will put my all into everything that i will

try because if I dont then it will be a total flop and all my limitations will be

realized in the end, and i dont want anything of the sorts to be shown out. I’m

only human so working on this project might be the death of me (exaggerating)

but its worth a shot. I hope you enjoy the presentation i give you as i’m nearing

the end of my process paper soon enough i wonjt have anything left to write as i

already finished everything else that i need to say to everyone. This was a

journey but i’m ghlad i was able to get through to my objective and meet my goal,

which was ever lasting, this project is going to be a masterpiece that i will

remember as i get older. I will not forget about the school nor my adventure with

the thing i called life. I feel like good things are coming, and after highschool this



will be my stepping stone to a better life. So again i thank you for letting me show

you my work of art.


